The colonial architecture of San Miguel de Allende is one of the reasons why its visitors choose to stay. Now, imagine enjoying spectacular views of downtown and the Parroquia de San Miguel Arcángel, while you enjoy delicious dishes and the perfect drink.

Quince Restaurante and Coctelería is the first creation of Rooftop Venture Partners, a group of internationals who are focused on the development of elegant outdoor restaurants around the world. It is the place that foodies and lounge style lovers come together, thanks to its spectacular terrace that has a creative menu of International flavors with Mexican accents. It’s an outstanding offering from San Miguel to the locals and the many tourists that come to San Miguel. It's a mix of the best foreign kitchens, as well as the some of the best signature mixology. The kitchen, by chef Gonzalo Martínez offers delicious entrées such as salmon fillet with green leaf sprouts, shallot and chamomile cream.

In Quince, a magical atmosphere awaits you, one worthy of this colonial city and UNESCO World Heritage Site. If you decide to reserve at Quince during a Mexican celebration, such Day of the Dead, get ready to live a memorable costume party, or if you book for a private event, anticipate that nobody will forget the experience. www.quincerooftop.com
East Miami is the first hotel of the chain **Swire Hotels** in United States with an outdoor garden located no more and no less than in the 40th floor. Baptized as Sugar, this spectacular rooftop was developed by Studio Collective from Los Angeles with a total Asian influence. You will be able to enjoy amazing views of Miami in the heart of Brickell City Centre district, while you taste some appetizers and authentic cocktails.

Sugar outstands natural elements to make you feel a maximum comfort among Asian environment: you can find a palm, a star jasmine, sea grape and a Japanese privet around a couch. In just one night you can get lost in its hidden corners and calmed spots with all privacy, perfect to observe the stars, relax and scape from bustle. Or, simply sit down at their open bar (created under a Balinese inspiration and built of from recovered oak wood), and order a Lychee Blossom, a delicious and fresh cocktail prepared with vodka, sake and lychee or The Getaway, prepared with pineapple rum, spicy ginger and tamarind sauce, ginger beer and lemon. east-miami.com/en/restaurants-and-bars/sugar

**Destinations**

A perspective from above allows you to enjoy these big cities from a new angle. Each of the five rooftops that we chose as the best in the world is different from each other, with one constant, you’ll want to be there

**Anaid Osuna Peimbert**
3. King Cole Bar

The renovation and extension of the iconic King Cole Bar inside the St. Regis is the perfect excuse to revisit this beautiful rooftop, with spectacular views of Mexico City, on Paseo de la Reforma and the Diana Cazadora as foreground. With the philosophy of Eat, Drink & Be Merry, this exclusive bar includes a mixology menu with classic recipes and the latest trends and a gastropub menu that highlights the best of Mexican cuisine, with a fresh touch. We recommend octopus pambazos, robalo whiting and suckling pig, and the flagship dishes of St. Regis, such as Pernod prawns cream, foie gras terrine or Caroline’s Bellini. The person in charge of creating the mixology menu was David Ríos, considered the best bartender in the world by Diageo Reserve World Class 2013. David together with Adrián Boragó and house mixologists Omar Hamud and Pepe Ventura, presented three cocktails created by the prestigious Ríos, this and other drinks are part of the new bar menu, such as Fresquito, a cocktail based on champagne, agave, tequila and lime, which awakens all your senses with its freshness. We also recommend Sangrita María, a combination of mezcal, tomato juice and a strong pasilla chile concentrate, which pays tribute to the local ingredients of Mexico.

The decoration of the space invites guests to immerse themselves in a warm atmosphere: thanks to its marble floors and wooden furniture, carpets and dark green details, this turns into a real urban oasis, in the heart of the capital city. With a completely translucent roof and panoramic windows, the evenings will be the best time to come and enjoy this unique terrace. strgismexicocity.com/king-cole-bar-mx.
Secret Table is the name of the experience offered by The Peninsula Paris to its most demanding guests. It is a dinner on the private terrace of the seventh floor, located on the roof of the Parisian palace, and from where the views will be the most memorable. High-end cuisine by the hotel’s executive chef, Christophe Raoux (also chef of the Meilleur Ouvrier de France), champagne bubbles, and personalized service while watching the majestic Eiffel Tower, the surrounding Parisian rooftops, and even the Sacré-Cœur basilica Montmartre is there something more romantic than this? The price of the experience is 600 euros per person; You must book at least 48 hours in advance, and customize the menu up to 24 hours before. In this menu for two people, you can taste by candlelight, you can find delicacies such as crab from the Vendée coast, with homemade Mediterranean lemon confit, dishes such as AOP Maine d’Anjou beef steak with aged comté cheese and truffles, and to close with a flourish, the taste buds of true chocolate lovers will vibrate with joy. paris.peninsula.com/en

The best thing about this Moscow hotspot is definitely its location: in front of the Bolshoi Theater, and the Kremlin and the Red Square, only 10 minutes walking. Ararat Park Hyatt holds many secrets, such as a tiny but exquisite café called Café Ararat, popular for its Armenian specialties, or the Conservatory Lounge & Bar, an outdoor place to enjoy a drink or a light meal, with nothing less than Red Square as your view. From the heights, the views may vary (towards the Bolshoi Theater, Neglinnaya Street or the courtyard); however, you will always be impressed with the architecture of the city. In the summer, the terrace boasts its cooking on the coals, with charcoal preparations, and delicious breakfasts, if you prefer to be pampered in the morning. Also, if you want to extend the experience, you can book one of its rooms, located at the top of the building; the Winter Garden suites have glass walls and a rooftop terrace, and the Penthouse Suite has a whirlpool tub, and the option to have your own private chef. With a contemporary style at its lobby with metallic and chrome touches, but elegant to the core, Ararat Park Hyatt Moscow is one of the most outstanding works of the famous architect Tony Chi, considered now the best kept secret of luxury hotel world. moscow.park.hyatt.com